Key Takeaways

- Interstate and interregional electricity transmission are crucial for achieving a net-zero carbon electricity sector.

- High-voltage transmission among regions provides aggregate resilience and reliability benefits beyond the individual benefits to each state.

- The decentralized siting and permitting process for transmission lines causes significant project delays and cancellations.

- Primary federal siting authority would provide certainty to developers, support transmission expansion, and unlock progress towards a decarbonized grid.

- Any expansion of federal eminent domain authority must address existing problems in the implementation of the Natural Gas Act and provide stronger landowner protections.
Introduction: Electricity transmission is a bipartisan issue

In a country seeking investment in rural areas and greater access to clean energy, long-distance electricity transmission is infrastructure that could generate meaningful benefits. By connecting rural areas with high renewables-potential to large demand centers, long-distance transmission can provide access to low-carbon energy for consumers and economic opportunity for both landowners and energy producers in rural areas. Interstate and interregional transmission can also decrease costs for consumers and increase the resilience of the grid. But development of this valuable and flexible asset for a clean grid and a growing economy needs to accelerate.

Transmission is winning the attention of policymakers. The Biden administration has set out a goal of net-zero carbon electricity by 2035. The American Jobs Plan released on March 31 proposes a 10-year investment tax credit to support 20 gigawatts of high-voltage transmission line capacity to “move cheaper, cleaner electricity.” Last year, the House Select Committee on the Climate Crisis went further and called for Congress to “upgrade and expand electric transmission infrastructure to tap new renewable energy sources, develop a long-term electric infrastructure strategy, and build toward a National Supergrid.” Most transmission existing today has a limited geographic footprint, and power typically flows from a power plant to a particular load center. A National Supergrid is a series of interconnected, high-capacity, high-voltage lines that would expand markets for clean energy by transmitting electricity around the country.

This is not a Democrats-only issue. Chuck Grassley, the Republican senator from Iowa, has recognized the economic value of wind energy for three decades, authoring the wind energy production tax-credit legislation in 1992. He has clearly articulated the benefits of wind development for his

state, including rural areas, and rightly noted that “new transmission lines have the opportunity to make wind power more reliable, accessible and available to the areas they serve.”

In this policy brief we describe how a climate-resilient grid will deliver aggregate national benefits beyond that which are realizable by individual states. We then use recent cases to illustrate how state-based siting and permitting policies are incompatible with development of interstate transmission lines. Finally, by examining the patchwork of available federal authorities, we make the case for congressional action to grant primary siting authority to the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) for high-capacity interstate transmission lines.

**Interstate transmission lowers costs, increases revenue, and creates jobs**

An effective clean-electricity transition must affordably integrate renewable energy resources and provide services that are resilient to changing weather and electricity use patterns. The electricity sector is expected to change dramatically to meet decarbonization goals, with some pathways showing demand doubling or more as cars, households, and industry are increasingly electrified. This will require similar expansion in transmission capacity to serve increasing demand.

Yet, in part due to slow demand growth, expansion in transmission capacity has slowed considerably in the past decade. Total transmission miles have grown by 6 percent in the last 3 years, but this encompasses all project types. Transmission connecting states and regions — the kind of transmission that builds a more flexible and reliable grid at least cost — is essentially stalled. Local reliability projects, which increase capacity within a utility footprint and are exempt from FERC’s competitive bidding requirements, continue to flourish, at increasing cost to residential and small-business customers and increasing profit for utility monopolies. More than two-thirds of the transmission miles planned or built in the last five years have been reliability projects.

Transmission expansion has been undertaken in the past on a regional basis, leading to economic benefits and increased renewable energy integration. In 2011, Midcontinent ISO, a membership organization of utilities serving the upper Midwest, undertook 17 high-voltage transmission projects, called “multi value projects.” The projects created more than 17,000 local jobs, generated more than $1 billion in local investment, and saved more than $12 billion in congestion costs and deferred investment. In 2008, Texas underwent transmission expansion in response to a legislative requirement to increase access to in-state wind energy resources. The $7 billion investment in transmission lines is projected to return between $8.5 billion and $13 billion through direct
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payments to landowners and tax revenues for local communities from existing renewable generation.\textsuperscript{10}

These were highly coordinated efforts with limited geographic impact and clear designation of beneficiaries. Conflicting state priorities and shifting regional footprints, become a barrier to achieving national priorities.\textsuperscript{11} The significant interregional benefits that many studies have shown transmission could yield are unlikely to be realized through regional planning and state-level siting processes.

\textbf{Siting and permitting are a bottleneck in transmission development}

The benefits of expanding transmission capacity are well established from a technical and economic point of view. New transmission is constrained by planning limitations, permitting delays, and financing uncertainty. In 2019, New Mexico Senator Martin Heinrich first introduced a bill to support an investment tax credit for transmission infrastructure. The bill was reintroduced on March 25, and similar ideas are proposed in the American Jobs Plan.\textsuperscript{12} Senator Heinrich also introduced a bill in 2019 that would have required FERC to update its interregional planning orders. FERC Chairman Richard Glick has stated that updating interregional planning is one of his priorities for the commission.\textsuperscript{13} Reforms to planning and financing mechanisms will help unlock the benefits of transmission — but only if what is planned, proposed, and financed can be built.

Siting is often used as a shorthand for two different processes: receiving a certificate of public convenience and necessity (CPCN) from the states through which the line traverses (permitting construction), and the specific selection (siting) of the line location. The permit typically conveys eminent domain authority in general, but the siting choice determines which landowners are impacted. In some states these are a joint process; in others, they are separate.

\textbf{Multistate lines face multiple roadblocks}

Under the current system of planning and permitting, high-voltage interstate transmission lines take eight to ten years on average to complete, if they succeed at all. Four years or more of that timeline is absorbed by the regulatory hurdles, particularly siting the lines and acquiring the permits and land rights to build.\textsuperscript{14}

Transmission lines that traverse multiple states must satisfy the requirements of all states along a planned route. The timelines for each state are different, as are the standards each state uses for the evaluation of public convenience and necessity.\textsuperscript{15} Some states require a developer to be a recognized utility provider within the state, an arguably anachronistic requirement. In other
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states the siting process is handled at the county level, placing an even higher regulatory burden on transmission developers. High-voltage transmission lines often provide their highest overall value to the system as a whole, and may only provide modest benefits to a particular state. It can be difficult or impossible for developers of these lines to convince multiple states that the benefits are enough. Oftentimes developers choose not to pursue these projects at all. The national transmission system, which could be the backbone of our electricity system and decarbonization efforts, suffers as a result.\footnote{16}

A 2016 review of transmission projects by the Lawrence Berkeley National Lab identified permitting as one of the top four factors affecting transmission projects.\footnote{17} Referring to multi-state siting and permitting, the report notes: “Regardless of which process concludes first, the process that concludes last determines when construction can be completed.” Of the five projects in process at the time of the Lawrence Berkeley report and scheduled for completion by 2020, only one project is complete today. That project is a single-state project moving hydropower from Canada into Minnesota.

The Grain Belt Express, for example, conceived to bring 4000 megawatts of wind energy from Kansas through Missouri and Illinois into Indiana and to be energized in 2021, is still seeking approvals. Indiana, Illinois, and Kansas initially approved the line, but the Missouri Public Service Commission did not find it provided sufficient benefits to Missouri and denied it for more than four years.\footnote{18} The project is now seeking reapproval from Illinois.\footnote{19}

In 2009, the Potomac-Appalachian Transmission Highline (PATH) Project, traversing Maryland, Virginia, and West Virginia, experienced a quick cancellation rather than a drawn-out process due to interstate issues. Maryland and West Virginia regulators both opposed the project, and Virginia’s State Corporation Commission refused to address the project until there were more details provided from the other states. The project was canceled in 2012.\footnote{20}

The Independence Energy Connection consists of two proposed lines connecting Pennsylvania and Maryland, submitted for permitting and siting in both states in 2017. The western line was approved by Maryland as proposed, and the Maryland Public Service Commission proposed an alternative routing for the eastern line in 2019.\footnote{21} Neither the originally proposed routes nor the alternative have been successfully permitted in Pennsylvania. The presiding administrative law judge found in December 2020 that the benefits were not convincingly established, even though the regional transmission organization has identified these as high priority lines for ensuring reliability and relieving congestion.\footnote{22} The future of these lines is now unclear.
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A 2012 Vanderbilt Law Review article identifies interstate transmission lines as a “federalism mismatch,” because the land-use authority is granted at the state or local level even though the benefit of the infrastructure is spread across the region.\textsuperscript{23} Realizing the benefits of interstate transmission to provide lowest-cost, reliable, and carbon-free electricity may not be possible under the current siting and permitting framework.

### Related issues: NEPA permitting and cost allocation

**NATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY ACT (NEPA)**
One of the other permitting hurdles often faced by transmission lines is adhering to the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), which can require environmental assessments and environmental impact statements for major federal actions.\textsuperscript{24} This is a broad reaching requirement that does not just impact federally-led projects. An inter-regional transmission project that traverses federal land or relies on a federal loan, for example, will qualify the project for NEPA review. The existing NEPA process can significantly complicate many infrastructure projects including transmission.\textsuperscript{25} This brief does not address potential issues or changes to NEPA, but they will be an important part of a transmission solution.

**COST ALLOCATION**

Paying for interregional lines is complicated by “cost allocation.” Under FERC order 1000, the cost of building interregional lines should be allocated among the beneficiaries. For transmission lines that are not built by private developers, this is an important factor in understanding what constituencies should bear the cost increase in their utility bills. Order 1000 did not establish clear metrics for identifying beneficiaries. As noted in the discussion of interregional lines, the beneficiaries can be vast because of the system impacts. Cost allocation is a barrier for non-merchant lines that cross electricity service boundaries that must be clarified to spur development.

### Moving forward: Federal siting authority for interstate high-voltage lines

Inter-regional transmission lines are in the national public interest. They will be critical to decarbonizing the energy sector, yet they face much higher, and often insurmountable, approval barriers compared to other energy infrastructure. Extended inquiries into the benefit of a proposed line to any particular state create a national burden in the form of a slow and expensive energy transition. Meanwhile, the delays provide a competitive advantage to incumbent utilities and regional planners who may not favor enabling infrastructure in the form of interregional transmission projects.\textsuperscript{26}
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Granting siting and permitting authority for interregional lines to the federal government — specifically, FERC — is the best way out of this morass.

The aggregate national benefits of transmission expansion mark its permitting as a federal responsibility. The existing federal authority for such permitting is dispersed across multiple agencies and constrained by geographic and procedural barriers. This structure creates uncertainty for developers and delays for projects. Making a single agency responsible for permitting and siting high-voltage interstate transmission lines is an appropriate and vital step in exercising federal authority.

There are currently four pathways to federal authority, all of them inadequate to the job:

**National interest electricity transmission corridors**

Lines within national interest electricity transmission corridors (NIETCs) fall under the so-called “backstop” authority granted to FERC in the Energy Policy Act of 2005. This authority allows FERC to issue CPCNs and approve siting for lines in designated areas if a state has withheld approval for over a year. This authority is granted only for lines in a designated NIETC. These corridors must be defined by the Department of Energy through a congestion study, and the development must qualify under additional criteria set out in the 2005 law. Initial designations of NIETCs were rejected by the Supreme Court as arbitrary and capricious. Later designations applied a narrower geographic scope but faced court challenges in the application of the backstop authority. The U.S. Court of Appeals for the Fourth Circuit’s 2009 decision in *Piedmont Environmental Council v. FERC* determined that the backstop could not be implemented to override rejections, only delays, so the developers of the projects described above, as well as the line at issue in *Piedmont*, could have no recourse if other courts found similarly.

**Power marketing administrations**

Power marketing administrations were originally established to facilitate the grid integration of hydropower from federally owned dams. Section 1222 of the 2005 Energy Policy Act allows two of these administrators, known by the acronyms WAPA and SWPA, to partner with a third party to develop transmission lines anywhere in the states in which they operate. Using this authority, siting falls under federal jurisdiction due to the federal ownership of the project, but it is only applicable in areas west of the Mississippi. Of particular concern for developers is the lack of certainty in these partnerships, as a new administration could rescind previous agreements. Clean Line Energy Partners’ “Plain and Eastern Clean Line” faced such an issue.

**Lines that traverse federal land**

The federal government also has siting authority for lines that traverse federal lands managed by the Department of the Interior. This authority is limited to the parts of the lines that traverse
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those lands, however, so lines that also traverse private land to connect to the grid still must follow state siting requirements.

**Lines that cross international borders**

Finally, presidential permits are an executive authority for transmission lines that cross international boundaries. These have little relevance to interstate lines.

**Proposals to amend existing authority will still result in a slow and complicated system**

Neither the use of NIETCs nor Section 1222 partnering have resulted in a completed transmission project since the authorities were established. A 2020 Columbia Center for Global Energy Policy report describes how these authorities could be applied by federal agencies to build transmission lines without legislative action.\(^{30}\) However, this approach would require a series of coordinated actions by agencies and could still face prolonged judicial scrutiny.

The existing authorities could be expanded by legislative action. The POWER ON Act introduced by Representative Scott Peters of California and Section 213 of the CLEAN Futures Act, recently introduced in the House, both propose to amend the NIETC language to provide federal authority in the case of application denials and expand the criteria by which corridors can be designated to include integration of clean energy. The “backstop” authority still does not kick in until one year after a project applies to the state boards, however, so the timing uncertainty and delay for transmission developers would remain, as would the limitation of federal authority to these corridor designations.

Legislation could expand the applicability of section 1222 of the 2005 Energy Policy Act to include the remaining power marketing administration. These footprints still exclude the Northeast, but further legislation could designate a new power marketing administration to serve this area. But adding an additional federal authority creates barriers rather than efficiencies. Lines crossing power marketing regions or connecting to NIETCs would now have to coordinate across multiple federal agencies.

The American Jobs Plan proposes that the Department of Transportation and the Department of Energy study siting transmission lines along highways and rail.\(^{31}\) Proposals also exist to expand capacity by converting alternating current lines to direct current lines.\(^{32}\) These proposals have merit for limiting disturbances to new land and increasing efficiency of land use. Such projects may also benefit from shorter siting timelines. As far as building towards a decarbonized grid though, these proposals represent another patch, not a solution.
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**Contrasting energy infrastructure regulations: Natural gas pipelines**

Natural gas pipeline infrastructure does not face the same siting challenges. The Natural Gas Act grants siting authority to FERC for interstate natural gas pipelines. The average permitting time is 18 months, less than half of the average interstate transmission permitting time.\(^{33,34}\) This single, central authority, in which FERC sites and permits lines and coordinates environmental reviews, is why the United States was able to respond quickly to the shale gas boom. Some of FERC’s practices have been unfair to landowners, as detailed in the next section. But with adequate protections, federal control of interstate transmission siting would be far superior to our current patchwork system.

**FERC-led siting is the best path to effective transmission expansion**

Establishing a new, primary federal authority for siting transmission lines is the best approach to relieve the particular challenges faced by lines that cross multiple states.

A single siting authority is the most efficient and effective way to build towards national super-grid. The current patchwork system of federal siting, even if amended to strengthen authority, would be governed by conflicting goals, metrics, and expertise within the different agencies. The result would still be a patchwork transmission system. Recent studies from MIT,\(^{35}\) Princeton,\(^{36}\) and NREL\(^{37}\) demonstrate that interstate lines and interregional coordination are critical to achieving a cost-effective grid. Clear and consistent rules and metrics, which can only come from a single governing agency, would allow transmission developers, utilities, and generators to unlock the clean energy resources available across the nation.

This type of authority is best granted to FERC, which has relevant siting experience in natural gas, including coordinating various permitting requirements across agencies. However, any new federal eminent domain authority must be carefully designed to provide stronger protections for private landowners than currently provided under the Natural Gas Act.

**Avoiding the pitfalls of expansive eminent domain authority**

When considering reforms for transmission infrastructure, policy makers should consider how expansive FERC siting authority under the Natural Gas Act has disadvantaged private citizens and landowners.

In practice, FERC provides limited notice of landowners’ rights, limited notice of applications for natural gas lines, and little meaningful access for impacted landowners. FERC delegates its statutory and constitutional obligations to provide notice to landowners to pipeline companies,\(^{38}\) and
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fails to confirm that such notice was actually provided. Additionally, landowners must intervene in FERC’s process in order to challenge a pipeline permit.\(^{39}\) Neither the NGA nor FERC provide a clear process or timeline for doing so. Indeed, FERC establishes ad hoc timelines rather than a fixed time for intervention, and there are examples of FERC providing landowners with at least three inconsistent and contradictory sets of instructions for intervening. This has resulted in landowners being given as little as 13 days to intervene in proceedings whose purpose is to take their property. Though the practice has been recently rejected by the U.S. Court of Appeals for the D.C. Circuit, FERC has a long history of indefinitely delaying landowner rehearings (and thereby delaying landowners’ access to judicial review) by what are colloquially known as “tolling orders,” which prevented landowners from challenging FERC’s decision.\(^{40}\)

FERC’s record reveals other problems, too. FERC can issue “conditioned certificates” allowing eminent domain, even though the pipeline in question has not, and may never, obtain other required permits.\(^{41}\) With a FERC certificate in hand, courts currently will grant pipelines so-called quick-take possession of property, whereby a company takes land prior to remuneration, removing an incentive for the company to reimburse landowners on a reasonable timeline.\(^{42}\) FERC also establishes conditions on how companies construct pipelines and protect the remainder of landowners’ property, but the agency consistently fails to respond to any landowner complaints regarding violations.\(^{43}\) These practices allow for takings and destruction of private land in absence of oversight and without a fully permitted project. What’s more, if the project never gets built, or a court finds that the certificate was invalid, the pipeline company gets to keep the easements obtained from landowners, including all perpetual land use restrictions, however irrelevant in the absence of a pipeline.

Private landowners should have notice, adequate opportunity to intervene and clear instructions on how to do so, reasonable timelines for remuneration, and rights to reclaim their land if the permitting process fails or is found to be in error. These rights are infringed under the FERC’s use of permitting authority in the Natural Gas Act. Future authority must be clearly bounded and include avenues for recourse.

**Conclusion: Congress should establish primary siting authority at FERC**

There is a strong case that transmission lines are in the national interest. Multiple recent studies illustrate that transmission is critical and cost-effective for decarbonizing the electricity sector and that lines connecting different regions of the U.S., in particular, are necessary. However, these lines face the most regulatory difficulty due to the highly variable interpretation of public necessity by states.
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Existing federal regulatory authority is insufficient to support interregional transmission expansion. Establishing a primary siting authority is the most efficient and appropriate deployment of federal resources. It will provide certainty to developers of transmission and generation and create an opportunity to reasonably protect landowner interests. This will require congressional action.

FERC has existing expertise in natural gas infrastructure that can be leveraged in developing transmission siting expertise. FERC’s history of infringing on landowner rights, however, illustrates that any future eminent domain authority granted to the commission must clearly prescribe processes and timelines for landowner notice and engagement.

The expected transformation in the electricity sector to meet decarbonization goals will require a parallel transformation in electricity infrastructure siting. Establishing siting authority at FERC for high-voltage interstate transmission lines would clarify and accelerate timelines, and protect landowner rights.
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